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EATING OUT RED ONION

THE CABIN
BAR & GRILL

Bollywood ‘hero’
makes a dishy host
– but Alison simply can’t stop.
Main courses are a house
special saag machi, a meaty fish
(some cousin of the monkfish)
cooked with spinach; burra
rassli, crispy pungent baby lamb
chops from the smoky oven;
a chicken korma, succulent
chunks of chicken, blissfully
light and different and how
it should be; some delicately
spiced dry vegetables and a
makhni naan stuffed with cheese
and green chillies.
Everything is spiced with
Adile’s secret concoctions from
faraway villages in Pakistan and
India, from the fabled coast of

by nellie
nichols

Located in the heart of Fulham on
Dawes Road, The Cabin aims at being a
local restaurant & bar offering a friendly
atmosphere serving great food & drinks.
We specialise in steaks & offer a large
selection of cocktails & over 60 world wines.

“

food. We have years & years of experience between us. We are also a familybusinessÊwhichÊmeansÊweÿ
llÊgiveÊthatÊextraÊbitÊofÊpassionÊ(inÊourÊcooking!).ÊForÊoverÊ15Ê
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Real Indian food delivered to your home
awesome indian food delivered

tel - 020 7371 9833

Order on-line at www.masala-mopeds.co.uk
and receive a 15% discount! (use promotional code: news)
www.masala-mopeds.co.uk

On arrival you will find a stylish bar to
your left & to the right a cabin like feel
restaurant with wooden tables & alcove
rooms ideal for dinner parties...

GREAT SPECIALS
ALL WEEK!
EARLY DINER SPECIAL
Choose any 2 courses for only £12!
Tuesday to Sunday 6.00pm to 7.00pm

RIB NIGHT SPECIAL
EVERY TUESDAY

Big Rack of Ribs slow baked & BBQed
+ Ashahi beer or a small glass
of red or white house wine £11.95

MUSSEL MADNESS
217+856'$<·6

Pot of steaming mussels, side of fries
+ a bottle of Asahi beer or small
glass of house wine £11.95

SUNDAY ROAST

Roast beef or chicken
with all the trimmings £12.50
12 midday - 10.30pm

SUNDAY BRUNCH

Classic favourites & £5 Bloody Marys
12 midday - 5.00pm

WHAT’S ON

I HAVE always loved a curry
but, let’s face it, they can be
rather predictable and
disappointing.
Without a doubt it’s our
own fault, blindly inventing
styles like tikka and masala that
have never held a candle to the
authenticity of Indian food.
Time and time again I set off
into the nether regions of Fulham
to spend yet another evening
Adile has successfully
eating the ubiquitous chicken
divorced
himself from
in a supposedly bona fide sauce
hoping it will be different, but
the Anglicised sweet
soon resigning myself to the fact
curry
often pretending
it’s remarkably similar to one
I’ve had before.
to be the real deal
So it’s a sceptical me that
accompanies my friend Alison
(major plus point – she can eat
Bengal to the alpine meadows of
considerably more than me when
Himachal Pradesh and the sandy
trying food in restaurants) to
deserts of colourful Rajasthan,
the Red Onion in Hammersmith
all deliciously magical and
Grove.
exciting.
Opened two years ago, the
Customers are coming and
THERE’s
restaurant is in a cute little
going and the takeaway and
NAAN
parade of shops halfway down
extensive delivery business is
BETTER:
the Grove near Chez Kristof.
robust. No white plastic
Waiter Abdul
The interior is well-lit, unlike
Kayan at Red
carrier bags here but a customOnion in
the archetypal Indian with bright
ised cardboard box in the shape
Hammersmith
library lighting, and is tastefully
of a house, easy to carry and
decorated with bare floorboards
insulating for the food.
PICTUREs BY
and interesting murals.
Everywhere is attention to
LEIGH QUINNELL
It’s comfortable yet modern.
detail – which never fails in my
From nowhere comes a
an awesome charmer.
and it transpires this is the true
book in preparing and producing
surprise in the form of the
Sitting at our table in his
bedrock of his success.
the most honest food.
owner, proprietor and spice
immaculate ivory silk shirt he
Papadoms come with their
Thank heavens Adile gave
mixer Adile Butt.
proceeds to explain his restauaccompanying dips, including
up acting and has now come to
Adile is originally from Kashrant is not a ‘sweet shop’ and
a couple of wild cards: a garlic
roost as our very own local hero.
mir and is by his own description
I soon get the point that he has
pickle I can’t stop eating (I
(this is soon confirmed by his
successfully divorced himself
had to bring some home) and
l Red Onion
general persona) a ‘hero’.
from the Anglicised sweet
a green chilli and coriander
103 Hammersmith Grove
A hero (for those like me who
creamy curry recipes so often
puree, mere glimpses of
London W6 ONQ
didn’t know) is in Bollywood
pretending to be the real deal.
deliciousness to come.
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speak the lead actor in a film,
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for theour
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A new concept from

Steak & Seafood
Restaurant and
Cocktail Bar

HOURS
RESTAURANT:

Mon to Sun 6.00pm - 10.30pm

BAR:

Mon to Wed 6.00pm - 11.00pm
Thu 6.00pm - midnight
Fri & Sat 6.00pm - 1.00am
Sun 12.00pm - 10.30pm

125 Dawes Road
Fulham SW6 7EA

020 7385 8936

www.thecabinbarandgrill.co.uk

